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：： 封面工程 ．

本期封面工程为济南市望岳快速．．

。。路建设工程，由济南市市政工程设计1’

．．研究院(集团)有限责任公司设计，由．．

一-济南城建集团有限公司、济南黄河路··

‘’桥建设集团有限公司、中国电建市政‘‘

．。建设集团有限公司、中建八局第二建．

。设有限公司承建。
。

．．
工程全长约5．7 km，采用“隧道+．．

一高架桥+地面快速路”的组合形式，主，

‘’路采用双向6车道，辅路采用双向6—8‘

．．车道。工程总投资36．41亿元。

该工程是完善济南市快速路网骨‘

．．架体系、支撑强省会战略的重大基础。

一-设施建设工程。工程涉及道路、桥梁、．．

‘隧道、管廊等十多个专业，同时考虑隧一

．．道与轨道、综合管廊等地下空间的统．，

‘筹，综合性强。其中：隧道为城市复杂。’

．环境下的大跨度超浅埋超小净距隧

-·道；高架桥梁整体实现上部预制拼装，．

‘’节约工期；地面道路通过与绿道、园。

．．林、驿站融合设计，构建了生态融合、．．

。’环境友好的设计典范。工程实施过程1_

．．中建立了城市道路工程HsE管理体．

··系，搭建了“人文关怀、智慧管理”平．

。。台。建设过程中发布了国内第一部城’

．，市道路工程文明施工规范，填补了国．，

_‘内空白。 ‘’

工程于2018年11月开工建设，

．-2020年5月建成通车。 一-

k 1
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Study on Planning and De8igIl of underground R0ad in Urban Core Area for Yizhou AVenue in Chengdu⋯⋯⋯
⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯HU Chan西un(6)

A搬ract：Witll t}Ie continuous expansion 0f tlle city scale，the m扭ic demand in the core areas 0f tlle mega

cities is strong’觚d tIle smlctural defects 0f tlle road ne附ork in tlle core area lead to t}le objective

contradiction between the tramc demaIld and the road supply．By aIlalyzing出e connotation 0f urban core

are毛tlle l肌d development characteristics aIld typical tmmc problems 0f urbaIl core area are studied and

judged，aIld tIle pl粕ning strategy 0f underground road in t}le urbaIl core area is put forward．Finally，taking

me pl锄ning锄d desi驴of tlle unde咽∞und road in Yizhou AVenue in Hi曲一tech Soutll District of Chengdu
嬲aIl ex觚lple，tlle plaIlning aIld desi印schemes 0f underground roads in urbaIl core area are fo】舰ulated in

order to provide the reference f矗tlle devel叩ment of underground mads in me megalopolis core areas．

KeywOrds：urban core are岛underground road，planning and design

Analvsis on Construction Essentials of Urban Road in Mountainous Area Based on PIanning and Design

Collaboration fbr Hua鼬an Road in Guiyang⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯
⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯CHEN Yongchun，ZHAO Jianxin，HUANG Jie，LIN Yang(12)

Abstract：In response to the national new—type urbanization strategy，mainly focusing on the urban

constmction proiects，the constmction of urban iIlfhstmcture is deeply promoted in the southwest urb蛐

are如the urban functions are put fbrth effort in the per|．ectioll'the urban quality is improved and tlle

comprehensive carrying c印acity 0f cities is reliably enhanced．Thus，the problems in the editing and

revision of urban road planning，and the inconsistence of urban strategy deVelopment step are caused．

Taking the south section of Huaguan Road in Guiyang City as an example，by analyzing and comp撕ng the

con8tmction conditions and difI．erent schemes of the pmject’the design essentials of the road are funher

discussed under the synchronous condition of planning and design of urban roads in the mountainous

areaS．

1【eywords：mountainous city，road design，planning and design coUaboration
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Research on Fast—track System of C1uster Cities for Taicang City⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯WANG Yon舀YANG Kaijian，WANG Xiaojun(16)

Abstract：Based on the background of the integrated development of the Yangtze River Delt凰taking

Taicang City as an exampIe，the fast—track distribution system of cluster cities is studied．Research shows

that compared with the single—center cities，the trafHc travel characteristics of cluster—type cities are

significantly different． The cluster connections and intra—cluster tr{曲c are the main features． The

large—now corridors basically follow the OD(0rigin destination)direction of the cluster，but there are a large

number of suburb sections accompanied with certain tidal traffic phenomena in the middle．Studies have

shown that it is completely fbasible to constmct the expressways in cluster cities．The route selection of

expressways should take into account the gmup connectio坞and the main fo珊is to senre the OD of large

passenger transporL In additio玛the end of the expressway can be connected with the express road(0r tmnk

road)to extend the 1aying mnge of the express road，which can maximize the benefit of the facilities in the

short ternl'and also quickly reconstruct the express road in the long term in order to realize the networked

layout of the urban expressways．

Keywords：urban tr枷c，fast lanes，cluster cities，integration of the Yan群ze River Delt冯expressway，

exDress road

Overall Design of Enshi City Jinlong Avenue(Nonh Sectioll)Road Project ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯WEI Shunb0'WANG Min职ang(20)
Abstract：In order to build the north section of Jinlong Avenue(connecting line of Shanghai—Chengdu

Expressway—Longfengba National Highway 3 1 8)located at the north of the central urban area of Enshi

into a core infrastrLlcture to呈皿ide and drive the development of the surrounding areas， firstly， the

functional positioning and design concept of the mad are dete删ined according to the requirements of

”ecology，modemity，smoothness and characteristics”．On this basis，the horizontal and vertical designs of

the road is introduced，the diffbrent cross—sectional layout fb珊s adopted in the difkrent sections of the

road are specially introdueed．The methods and desiP皿ideas adopted have the reference si#mificance for

the design of high—standard urban road in the mountainous areas．

Keywor山；：urban tmnk road，ecolo西cal avenue，overall design

Discussion on Design of Pavement Stmcture of Urban Road Reconstmction Pmject ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯RUAN Tiefeng(24)
Abstract：Due to the huge change of environment before and“ter constmction， the treatment of

subgrade stmcture becomes a key point in the reconstmction des培n 0f the coastal urban mads，especially
the secondary roads and arterial road with the larg!e volume of tramc．Aiming at this situation，f而m the

perspectiVe o!urban tramc situation aJlalysis and the roadbed material intensity change，the design of

paVement stmcture is analyzed， and combined with the examples， the tre砒ment methods are put

f．01ward．

Keywords：mad reconstmction roadbed，concrete base

Upgr“e and Reconstmction Design of Urban Roads in Chongli District of Zhan舀iakou⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯
⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯YANG YaJl昏DONG Pingyang(26)

Abstract：Combined with Zhan舀iakou City Chongli District Urban Road Upgrade and Reconstmction

Pr川ect'the
introduced

KeywOrds：

principles，implementation details and reconstmction scheme of upgrading the urban roads are

in detail，which can proVide the reference for the similar reconstmction projects．
urban road，upgrade and reconstIruction，design principle

Research on Cross Section DesigrI of Urbanization Reconstmction of Suburban Highway⋯⋯⋯LUO Jia(29)
Abst咫ct：On the basis of analyzing the difference of sen，ice function between the suburbaJl highway and

municipal road，the basic principle of cross section design stage and the main innuencing factors of

decision making in the implementation of urbanization reconstmction of suburban highway are discussed．

It is clear and definite that the highways after urbanized and reconstI．ucted should be dominated by the

万方数据



municipal use．And at the same time，it is suggested that Grade I and above highways are determined to be

the four—cal而ageway roads and tow—carriageway roads，and Grade II and below highways to be the

three—carriageway I．oads and single—carriageway roads after reconstructed in the stage of cross section

design．Finally，each carriageway width is recommended．

Keywords：urbanization road，highway，carriageway width，urbanization reconstmction，cros8 section

design

Maintenance Technology of Fiber Seal Coat on Asphalt PaVement of Municipal Road⋯⋯⋯WANG Chang(32)

Abstract：In View of the continuous occurrence of asphalt pavement diseases of municipal road，the

service life of the paVement is getting shorter and shorter．The properties of diffbrent kinds of materials in

the 6ber seal coat in the preVentive maintenance technology of asphalt pavement are analyzed．The best

selection principles fbr Various materials are given． The technical properties and constmction

technological process of the fiber seal coat are analyzed．The reference is pmVided for the maintenance

and repair of asphalt pavement of municipal roads．

Keywor‘ls：municipal road，asphalt pavement，fiber seal coat’preventive maintenance

BRIDGES＆STR．UCTURES

Study and Discussion on 800一m Variable Cross—section Concrete FiUed Steel’rube Swallow—type Arch and

Self二anchored Suspension Cable Composite Bridge⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ WANG Guohua，XU Jinfa，CHEN Kai(35)
A山stract：In view of the demand of 800—m oversized span eoncrete filled steel tube(CFSl)arch bridge，

the composite b“dge of sin91e—plane double—curVed variable cross—section CFST swaUow—type arch and

self-anchored suspension cable is proposed．The thmst of swallow—type CFST arch bridge and the tension

of self_anchored suspension bridge are balanced，which forms a self-balanced stmcture system．The arch

rib stmcture is the main force，and the self_anchored suspension cable system is the auxiliar)r force．The

both work cooperatively and complement to each otheL In addition，using the fou卜limb spatial truss arch

rib stmcture with the single—plane double—curved variable cross—section CFST，the self_weight of arch

rib segment in mid span is reduced，the risk and difhculty of mid—span segment hoisting constmction are

reduced，and the section size at the arch fbot is increased so as to ef玷ctively reduce the mass center and

stifmess center of the arch bridge structure，and to increase the stability of the composite bridge．This

stmctural type of composite bridge is applied in the actual pr10jects to carIy out the engineering parameter

design．Based on the established Midas finite element model，the intemal force analysis and calculatioIl’

the modal analysis and the buckling analysis are carried out to Verify the superiority of the stmctural

technical measures．

KeywOrds：800—m CFST arch bridge，single—plane double—cunred Variable cross—section CFST arch rib，

swallow—type arch bridge，self-anchored suspension bridge，composite bridge

Design of Spatial—plane Landscape Cable—stayed Bridge Based on Egg—shaped Arch Pylon
⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯LI Biqing，CHEN Kai(41)

Abstract：Aiming at the 1andsc印e design requirement of cable—stayed bridge，an egg—shaped arched

pylon spatial—plane landscape cable—stayed bridge is proposed by u8ing the mathematical equation of

egg—shaped cuIVe．Compared with the traditional parabolic arched pylon cable—stayed bridge，two arch

legs of the egg—sh印ed arch bridge are closed，which reduces the size of the fbundation，the top is wide，

and three—dimensional spatial cables are distributed so that the landscape efkct of the cable—stayed

bridge is better．Combined with the actual project，the engineering parameters are designed．Midas finite

element analysis model is established to caⅡy out the static analysis and modal study．The re8ult shows

that the egg—shaped arched pylon spatial plane cable—stayed bridge has the good spatial structural stiff_

neSS．

KeywDrds：landscape cable—stayed bridge，egg—shaped arched pylon，spatial plane，stiffhess of spatial

Stll】cture
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Analysis Method of Long—term Creep fbr Steel Box—Concrete Composite Curved Girder Bridge
⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯YANG Xian昌LI Yumo，zHU Jingson岛WANG Zhenyang(45)
Abstract： In order to analyze the long—term creep law and its innuencing factors of steel box—

concrete composite curved beam bridge，the possible prevention and control measures are put forward．

The finite element analvsis model of steel box—concrete curved composite beam bridge is established

by using ABAQUS finite element software．The simulation methods of support fhction and slippage，

long—te珊fine temperature 6eld and vehicle centrifugal force are pmposed respectiVely．The Variation

laws of tangential and radial displacement of the suppons of curVed beam bridge fbr two consecutiVe

years under the combined action of these factors are analyzed．The theoretical basis is proVided for the

creep prevention of steel box—concrete composite curVed girder bridge．

Keywords：steel box—concrete composite curved girder bridge，long—term fine temperature field，support

fHction slippage，creep

Overall Design of 210—m Through Steel～box Basket—type Bowstring Areh Bridge⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯
⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ZHANG Zhijian，LI Liang，TIAN Qing(51)

Abst豫ct：The Tongshun RiverBridge in Zuoan Avenue in Wuhan is a 2 1 0一m through steel．box basket—type

bowstring arch bridge’and is an urban expressway bridge with the double—way six—lane traffic for

pedestrians and non—motor vehicle&The main arch is a basket—type steel—box arclL The main girder is a

”steel vertical and horizontal lattice beams+concrete deck slab”composite girder systeⅡL The main Vertical

beam is concurrently as the rigid tie beam The nexible tie bar cables of steel strand are set in the box of the

main vertical beanL The main stlllcture is constructed by the incremental launching method The design

concept of t11e bridge scheme can pmvide the reference for similar projects．

Keywords．through，steel—box arch，composite beam，incremental launching method

Research on OVeraU Design of Qilu Yellow River Bridge in Jinan⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯WANG Wei(55)
Abstmct：The Qilu Yellow River Bridge is one of the”three-bridge and one—tunnel”strate舀c channels

fbr the”northward crossing—rive}”development of Jinan，which directly connects the south bank group

and the Sangzidian regional cedIer in the north bank．The constmction of the project is of important

meaning for Jinan to realize the northward cmssing deVelopment for the constmction of the YeUow River

New District，and the constmction of the pilot area of new and old kinetic energy conVersion．Based on the

construction conditions and consn．aints of the bridge location，the technical conditions，engineering cost，

environmental innuence and the other factors are comprehensively considered． The route scheme，

highway—railway co—constmction mode and crossing—river scheme of Qilu Yellow River Bridge are

compared and designed．The releVant experience and conclusions can be used as refbrences fbr rela土ed

projects．

KeywOrd醚oVerall schem岛bridgecrossing YeUowRiVeEroutecomparison，highway—railway co—constmctio玛

comparison of bridge type

Research and Analysis on Reasonable Completion State of Bowstring Arch Bridge
⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯JIAO Mingdong，GAO Min，SONG Yu，SI Kui(60)
Abstract： The rationality of the completed state of bowstring arch bridge is direetly related to the

determination of the reasonable constlllction stage of the bridge and the safety of the operation stage of the

completed bridge． By introducing the application of rigid supported continuous beam method， the

minimum bending ener霉Ⅳmethod and relative stifmess change method in the determination of reasonable

completion state of bowstring arch bridge，and through the finite element analysis of a concrete filled steel

tube bowstring arch bridge，the intemal fbrces of suspender，tie bar and arch rib，and the displacement

state of tie bar under the difkrent calculation theories are compared and analyzed．The results show that

compared with the other two methods， the relative stifmess change method can achieve the most

reasonable state of arch bridge structural perf0瑚ance．
Key、阳rd＆bowstring arch bridge，reasonable bridge completion state，rigid supported continuous beam

method，minimum bending energy method，relative stifhess change method
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Study on Axial Tension Test of Wet Joint of Rebar Cross L印ped Deck S1ab⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ LI Dongming(64)
Abstract：The transVerse joint of prefabricated bridge girder usually adopts the wet joint f0珊of rebar

cross lapped deck slab．But the calculation method of也is connection mode needs to be iInproved，and
there is no test data basis for its no瑚al senrice perfomance．Therefore，the perfo瑚ance 0f wet ioint of

bridge deck under the dif传rent joint widths，reinforcement foms and joint material combinations is

reVealed through the axial tension test，which provides the test data fbr theoretical calculation methods

and the reference for design．

K哟唧ords：wet joint'rebar cmss lap，prefabricated assembly

Discussion on Design of Anti—oVertuming Reinforcement and Reconstruction of Urban Sinde—pier Bridge
⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯DU Jun(69)

Abstract：Single—pier bridge has the light stmcture，less land occupation and other advantages，and is

widely used in urban interchanges and Viaducts．In recent years’the overtuming accidents of single—pier

bridges occur frequently．The bridge managers pay more and more attention to the stability problems of

single—pier bridge stmcture． Combined with the engineering practices of the anti—overtuming
reinforcement and reconstruction of sinde—pier bridges in Nanjin岛the reinforcement and reconstmction

principles of single—pier bridge are firstly detennine(1'then the reinfbrcement and reconstmction schemes

of the dif亿rent bridge types are compare也and the design of aIlti—overtuming reinforcement is optimized'
and 6naⅡy，how to reconstmct the bridges under the conditions of feature state 1 and feature state 2 is

summarized．

1‘|eyworib：single—pier bridge，anti—pull—out device，anti—overturning stability coemcient

Design of Three—leVel Fall—proof System of Simple—supported Be锄Bridge Spanning Fault Zone ⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯LIu YaIlg(74)
Abstract：More than 40 percent of the land in China is located in the regions with the earthquake intensity

7 de酽ees and above．With the r印id devel叩ment of traffic infr踮tmcture constmctioIl，the bridge

constI_uction is ineVitably to span the high eanhquake intensity of regions，even the active f矗ult zones．7IIhe

fall beam has become one of the most common and serious bridge damages during the eanhquake．

Therefbre，the fall—proof design must be carried out fbr the bridges spanning the fault zones on the basis of

fully analyzing the eanhquake resistance of structures．Combined with the fall—proof design of a large

b“dge in Wangjiacun Village，the three一1eVel fall—proof system of simple—supported be砌bridge
spanning the fault zone is put forward including the three parts of the support systenl'the inhibiting device

system and fall—proof length system The”three—level fortification”strateg)r of the system is adopted to

preVent the main girder fallin舀which can provide the reference for the f甜l—proof design of the

simple—supported beam bridges in the high—intensity regions，especiaUy spanning the fault zones．

Keywords：bridge spanning fault zone，fall—proof systerll，inhibiting device

on Effbct of Middle Diaphragm in Precast Concrete Small—box Girder Structure⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ HUANG Jie(77)

Abstract： With the rapid development of prefabrication technolo￡拶 in China， the precast concrete

small—box垂rders have been widely used．The middle diaphragm in precast concrete small—box西rder

铲eatly increases the on—site constmction di￡ficulty'constmction time and en西neering cost．The necessitY

of the middle diaphragm is to be fhnher discussed．Based on an en西neering example of 30 m+30 m

simple—supponed Va—able continuous pre—stres8ed concrete small—box girder’the virtual beam element

method is used to establish a three—dimensional Midas Civil finite element model to analvze the innuence

of the middle diaphragm on the intemal force o“he structure．The resuhs show that the instaLllation of the

mjddle diaphragm has little e任备ct on t11e denection under live load and bending momen￡of the side beam

of the small—box girder’which makes the thickening place of the side beam web of 8ma：U—box girder

produce the adVerse shear fbrce and corresponding torque．Therefore，it is more unfavorable to check the

shear and torsion bearing c印acity of tlle minimum 8ection of small—box girdeL

KeywOrds：middle diaphragIIl，

shear and torsion bearing capac

prefabricated concrete small—box girder'side bea驰cheeking calculation

ity，minimum section
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Design ofBridge and Culven above In一叩eration Subway⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ DENG Xia'XU Hui(80)

Abstract： Based on the situation ofthe design of the new bridge above the in—operation subway in the design

of the Jieyun Avenue Oin西iu Road—Jiuxiang River East Roam the problems met in the design and the

response methods are sort out and summarized，and the requirements are put forward for constmction so as to

provide the reference forthe other project＆Considering the reduction of the constmction difficulties in the

bridge desigll'the detours are avoide也and the design is continuously supplemented and perf色cted on the

basis ofthe projecL

Keywords：bridge design，above subway，constmction requirement

FLOOD CoNTRoL＆DRAD呵AGE

Study on Layout Design Model of Storage Facilities⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ KE Hang(83)
Abst豫ct：In order to detemine the layout method of stomge facilities up to standard，three drainage

systems with the difkrent drainage characteristics are selected，and the general mles of the layout of

storage facilities are studied． The calculation results of the model show that the layout of storage

facilities up to standard mainly depends on the location of the waterlogging in the drainage system．

The layout of storage facilities at the upstream of the waterlogging location can obtain a good ef玷ct of

waterlogging reduction．According to the research results，the evaluation index of the storage facility

layout and the corresponding layout planning and design method of storage facilities based on the

potential of waterlogging reduction are put forward，which provides a ref色rence fbr the planning，layout

and design of storage facilities up to standard．

Keywords：storage facilities，layout des培n，waterlogging reduction，drainage system model

Design of Integrated Prefabricated RainwaterPumping Station and Its Storage Tank⋯⋯⋯DENG Weidong(86)
Abstract：The integrated prefabricated rainwater pumping station has the advantages of small noor are冯

shon constmction period and high integration de黟ee． At present’ it is widely used in municipal

engineerin岛especially in the engineering constmction of urban prosperous areas．Due to the shortage of

land and relatiVely high requirements of ground landscape，this kind of rainwater pumping station shows its

unique adVantages．As a rainwater drainage pumping statioIl，the constlllction of storage tank is an ef玷ctive

way to improve its drainage standard．In the actual operatioll，the discharge of the pumping station can be

adjusted according to the raillfaU to avoid the impact of the concentrated now of the pumping station on its

downstream drainage systenl' which renects the design concept of ”sponge city and low—impact

deVelopment”．In the specific desigIl，the relationship between the water levels of the collecting tank and the

storage tank of the pumping station is used to design the mnoff distribution facilities，and comprehensjvely

utilize the space of storage tank，which is the key design point of integrated prefabricated rainwater

pumping station．

Keywo“b：integrated，rainwater pumping station，storage tank，design

Analysis on Design Essentials of Tianjin Expressway Drainage Project ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯HUANG Jun，SHI Rucui，QIA0 Jiangang(90)
Abstract：Taking the Tianjin Outer Ring Northeast Line Drainage Project as an example，combined with

the characteristics of expressways in Tianjin，the diVision principle of expressway drainage system，and the

selection principle of rainwater system design standard are introduced．The design schemes of water outlet'

wa土er collection at bridge head sloping point，

highway and the other key points are analyzed

the expressway drainage in Tianjin．

drainage of the Viaduct area，drainage pipeline crossing

so as to proVide the reference fbr improving the design of

Keywords：Tianjin，expressway，drainage design，water outlet，drainage of viaduct area

Study on Constmction Scheme of Zhongqiao Reservoir in Langxi County ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯LI Jiehua，YANG Yong，WANG Lijun，XING Shaojia(93
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Abstract：The proposed Zhongqiao Resenroir is a smaU—sized resenroir．The necessitv and task of the

pnoject constmction are analyzed．The method of earth excavation and backfiU in the resenroir area to

decrease the engineering land is put fbrward． By comparing and selecting the land， sediment

accumulation，hydraulic layout'water supply，flood controL investment and the other factors，the water

leVel characteristics of the reservoir are dete瑚ined in order to provide the reference for the constmction

of the similar resenroirs in the other aJ．eas．

Keywords：Langxi County，Zhongqiao Resenroir'nood control，water supply

Analysis on StI．ess Distribution Characteristics of Folded—line Baseplate of Pump Gate Project ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯REN Huachun，CHEN Zailian(97)

Abstract：Thking a largest—scale drainage pump gate built for operation in Shanghai as an example，the

material mechanics metho也the combinatorial algorithm of material mechanics and rigid body balallce，and

the finite element method are used to calculate and study the stress concentration phenomenon of the base

stress of flolded—line baseplate in soft soil area is studied at the fblded place．The stress distribution

characteristics of base stress of the fblded—line baseplate are analyzed ad obtained．Through the sensitivity

analysis of the base stress under the dif．ferent upper loads’the folded—line inclinatio玛

modulus and other innuencing factors，the chaIlge law is summaurized，which provides a reference for the

叩timization design of similar engineering stmctures．

KI了啪rIls：
element

drainage pump gate，fblded—line baseplate，base stress，fbmula method，elastic—plastic finite

Research of Sludge Yield in WWTP with Seasonal Variation⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯LIU Rui，YU Zhijie，LIN Min，XU Qjang，GUO Son西ie，JIN Fei(101)

Abstract：Sludge yield can be calculated by the empirical sludge yield and sewage treatment volume．Due

to the change of innuent quality and the dif扎rence of operation control，the sludge yield of the same

WWTP will be dif玷rent with the seasonal variation．By the investigation，sunrey and study of four typical

wastewater treatment plants CⅣWTP)in in Hangzhou，the mle of sludge yield with the seasonal variation is

anaJyzed at 6rst'and then the specific innuencing f．actors on the sludge yield are矗Jrther explored f而m

three aspects of innuent COD concentratio玛innuent SS concentration and operating water temperature．

Research results show that the sludge yield in spring of WWTPs i8 higher than jn the other three 8easons，

and the sludge yields in summer and autumn are relatively lower．There is a灯eat correlation between

sludge yield and innuent COD．The sludge yield increases with the increment of COD value．When the

innuent SS concentration is high，the sludge

Keywords： sludge yield，seasonal variation，

yield is relatively higher．

innuencing factor

Study on T毛chnology of Sludge Extraction without Removing Membrane in a Large Sludge LandfiU ⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯YE Yuanxin，DU Jiong’LIU Ruoyuan(104)

Abstract：During the period of non—standardized l肌d6ll of sewage sludge in WWTP：a lar#re amount of

WWTP sludge is dumped into in a simple 1andfilL As time goes by；the stability of 1andfill and the

enVironmental pollution have been concemed How to saf．ely and stably dispose the land6Ⅱslud霉re to the

other places has become a new enVironmental probleIIL Aiming at this probleIIl'the technology of desilting

robot to desilt under membrane is used to c邺r out the pilot test of desilting sludge in the slud#re libraIM 7I’he

feasibility of the technology of desilting robot under membrane to treat the landfiU sludge i8 discussed The

study result shows that the technology of desilting robot under membrane can be applicable to the desilting

proeess of landfill sludg己If the landfill sludge libraIy is overlarge'the desilting can be caITied out by

subareas．The transition of inte珊ediate buf玷r pool can be used to improve the desilting stability．The

desilting under membrane is required with the process of multiple removing impurities convenient for the

conVeyance and fbllow—up disposaL The technology of desilting robot under membrane is one of the ef艳ctive

ways to di8pose the landfill sludge to other placB The technical requirement8 of deep sludge desilting need to

be矗】rther stlldied．

Keywrords： sludge，landfill，sludge desilting
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Analysis on Discharge Capacity of Hydraulic Tunnel Based on Implicit Scheme of 1D Flow Characteristics ⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯HOU Jie，WANG Jue，GU Wei，CAO Kun，ZHOU Ya(108)

Abstract= Based on the characteristic implicit scheme method suitable for the combined simulation of

unpres8urized now and pressurized now in the water conveyance systeIll' considering the hydraulic

characteristics of the inlet box culvert section the box culvert transition sectioIl’the tunnel section and the

outlet box culvert section the corresponding characteristic boundary is derived The transient now analysis

model of the current tunnel system is established to calculate and analyze the steady now and unsteady now

of the svsteIIL The discharge calpacity of the system under the typical water level combination and the

hvdraulic characteristics of the typical section are speciaUy analyzed

Keyword辩hydraulic tunnel，discharge capacity，transient flow，1 D water now characteristics

Study on Design Scheme of Bridge Deck Runoff Collection and 7rreatment acmss Water Source Protection Area

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ZHOu Cheng(11 1)

Abstract： The higher requirements are put fbrward fbr the design of bridge deck drainage in the water

source protection area The design pmcess of the bridge deck mnoff collection and treatment system across

the water source protection area is illustrated through the engineering design example．The comparison

scheme for the bridge deck mnoff coUection and treatment system of the super large bridge is put forward At

the same time to solve the problems of drainage and environmental protectio珥the reasonable design

suggestions for the bridge deck longitudinal slope and stmctural form are proposed'which plays a certain

refbrence role for the design of similar projects．

KeyworIls： water source，bridge deck mnof￡ drainage，

MANAGEMENT&CONSTRUCITON

design

Study on Hydration Heat of Massive Concrete of Anchorage of Guojiatuo Yangtze RiVer Bridge
⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯TAN Shuangquan，LI Renliang，XIONG Guikai，zHu Xiaolong，HU Qi(114)
Abstract： Gravitv anchorage is a typical massive concrete stmcture． The hydration heat during

eonstruction should be strictlv controlled to avoid the temperature cracks． Taking the anchorage of

Guoiiatuo Bridge as an example， the hydration heat is analyzed out befbre constmction and the

corresponding temperature control measures for massive concrete are fomulated． Through the field

monitorin#‰aU indexes meet the standard limits，and no concrete temperature cracks are found，which

proves the emciencv of temperature control measures and ensures the quality of concrete．

KeywoHls：anchorage，massiVe concrete，hydration heat，temperature control

Research on Construction Planning Scheme of Longdong AVenue Expressway Outer

Shanghai⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

Abstract：Longdong Avenue is located in Pudong

Ring Interchange in

LIU Haifeng(119)
New District'Shanghai，and is an important east—west

passage in the expressway network system of Shanghai，in which the node of Outer Ring Road is the

important trafHc node of Longdong Avenue． It is proposed to reconstruct it into a hub—type fhll

interchange．Based on the traffic now survey before the reconstruction of this node and the design scheme

0f the interchange reconstmction，two constmction schemes of staging closing and fuU closing are

designed，and are compared and 8elected ftom the perspective of the innuences on the constmction period

and traffic．Finally，the full—closed constmction scheme with the largest benefits is selected．At the same

time，based on the constmction scheme，and aiming at the tra伍c now into and out of Outer Rin舀the

traf．fic organization in the constmction period is designed．

Keywords：Longdong Avenue，Outer Ring Road，constmction plannin舀comparison and selection

Study and Analysis on ConstllJction of Urban Viaduct without Supports ⋯⋯⋯ZHENG Jianwen(124)
Abstract：In recent years，the urban population has shown an increasing trend due to the continuous

development of urbanization．In the meantime，since the number of motor Vehicles increases with the

万方数据



population，the congestion of urban trafhc is getting serious．The elevated expressway is widely used

because of its small land occupation，powed．ul three—dimensional tra佑c function and other advantages．

The constmction of urban viaducts wiU inevitably have negative innuences on the current traIhc．As a

result'it is necessary to c邺r out the research on the constmction and desi擘：n of the viaduct stmcture

without support8，which is aimed at the study on application characteristics of the dif玷rent stmctural

fbrms and construction schemes in the constmction of elevated bridges．The ref宅rence can be provided fbr

the design and constmction of the similar stmctures in the future．

Keywords： urban transportatioIl’elevated expressway，three—dimensional tramc’constmction without

suppo^snuctural desig；Il

Denection Control of CantileVer Constmction Based on Ad印tiVe Kalman Filtering
⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ZHANG Fuling，WANG Dong，JING Hao，WANG Yinhui，XIAO GuangliaIlg(127)
Ab鳓mct：Denection is an important object controlled in the cantilever constmction of continuous

rigid—frame bridge．Its measured value is af玷cted by many factors．It is of great significance to obtain the

actual d胡ection of renecting the structural stress f而m the measured denection values in the constlllction

controL Real signals aure extracted from the measured denection Values by the improved ad印tive Kalman

filtering algorithm method to predict the denection change of girder section to be poured．The constmction

camber is adjusted to make the actual state of constmction approximate the theoretical calculation track

and to achieve the construction monitoring．The application of practical engineering pI．oves that this

method has the good applicability．

Keyword戤 cantilever constllJction， continuous rigjd—fhme bridge， adaptive Kalman 矗lterin吕

construction contI．oL denection

Research on Construction Technology of Socket—type Disc—buckle Steel Pipe Scaffbld in Central Urban Area

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯DENG Xinwei，ZHANG Pen出i，WANG Lei(131)
Abstract= With the rapid development of economy and society，the society has put fbr坩ard higher

requirements for the construction of bridges in central urban areas’especially in te瑚s of landscape

coordinatiorl，environmental protection and constmction emciency．The conventional bracket constrllction

methods have been dif．ficult to meet the requirements，and it is necessary to research and develop a

constmction technology with higher efHciency； enVironmentaLl perfbrmance and better landscape

peIfomance The socket—type disc—buckle steel pipe scaf佑ld has the advantages of high rigidity；high

strengtll，good landscape and environmental protection performance'and is the direction of the future

development of the sc幽Fold construction in the central urban area&Based on the main line elevated bridge

project in Puzhou Road of Pukou District in Nanjin吕the construction technique and technology of the

80cket—type disc—buckle steel pipe scafbld in the central urban area are studied

Ke”mrds：central urban aure如¨dge，scaffold

Jacking Replacement Constmction Technology of Damaged Support in Shanghai Middle Ring Eleva土ed Bridge

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯JIANG YaIIfeng(134)A№ct：After on—the—spot suⅣey，it is found that Various diseases印pear in the supports of Shanghai

Middle Ring Elevated BridgB The diseases of bridge support if allowed to develop fhrther may aff宅ct the safe

tra侬c of Vehicles’In order to solve the hidden safbty hazards of bridge stmcture’the 500一t three—link

ultra—thin jack sinde—pier jacking technique is used quickly to replace the damaged supports．This method

can more ad印t to the characteristics of lowclearance f如m the cushion to pier top，narrow layout area ofjack
at pier top and large jacking force demand on the Middle Ring Elevated Bridge And this method can

eH．ectively save the cost’and minimize the

tramc organization

d锄age of the original bridge stlllcture’and even the innuence on

Key、阳rds： urban elevated bridge，damaged support，jacking，500一t three—link ultra—thin jack

TransVerse Stren昏hening Method of T—girder Bridge aIld Its Application⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ YAN Guoqi(139)
Ab砷阻c乞The transVerse strengthening method of T—girder bridge is in introduced Combined with a bridge
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strengthening case of

nange pin joint ofold

pre—stressed crossgird

Wuhall'the appIication of the transverse strengthening method how to change the

T—girder bridge to rigid joint'how to strengthen the diaphragm and how to add the

er'and the strengthening effects are introduced in details，which can be refbrred fbr

stren昏hening the similar T—girder bridge&

Keywords：

Software

T—girder bridge， transverse strengthening， Civil／Midas software， Dr． Bridge Computing

Application of Double—row Piles in Foundation Pit of Underground Garage of Pizhou High—speed Railway Station

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯YANG Shangqing(141)
Abstra咄With the deVelopment of the national high—speed railway constmctioIl'the constmction number of

high—speed railway stations is constantly increasin昏 When the high—speed railway station house is

implemented before the underground garage，the constmction of foundation pit of under铲ound garage must

ensure the construction space and stlllctuml safety of eady implemented station house The basic situation of

Pizhou Railway Integrated Hub is analyzed，and the enclosure of underground garage is discussed Finally'

the double—row pile enclosure scheme is detennineiL By analyzing the innuence of diff色rent pile len昏hs，pile
diameters and pile spacing on the lateral displacement of pile top，the approp“ate parameters of retaining

pile are dete瑚ined The practical application result shows that the double—row piles meet the engineering

needs of underground garage and can provide a good reference for similaur prqect&

Keywords：high—speed rail station，underground garage，fbundation pit’double—row piles

Inspection and EValuation of Low—pylon Cable—stayed Bridges in In—senrice Rail 7rtansit ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ZHANG Zhili，CUI Xin(144)
Abstract：Taking the detection and evaluation of a low—pylon cable—stayed bridge in in—senrice rail transit

as an exampl岛the loading features of the low—pylon cable—stayed b—dge are analyzed and￡he key points of

the regular inspection of the low—pylon cable—stayed bridge are determined The measurement of the

dead—load geometry of the main酉rder，main pylon and pier column shows that the 10w—pylon cable—stayed

bridge remains stable as a whole’and there is a tendency to settle in the middle of main girder．The dvnamic

fbatures and dynamic response ofthe bridge are defined through the tests of natural vibration characteristic s．

stayed cable fbrce and dynamic displacement of the bridge Through the visual inspectioll'the def色cts of the

concrete stmcture of the main girder and the main pylon，and the present situation of the anchor head of the

stayed cable aure clari6ed The inspection pmcess and methods of this pmject can provide a reference for the

inspection andevaluation of similar rail transit bridges．

Key、阳rds： low—pylon cable—stayed bridge，detection

inspection

and eValuation，geometry，dynamic feature，visual

Research on Monitoring Ecological Slope of Expresswav in Flood Detention Area ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ZHANG Junfen舀CHEN Yonghao，XUE Danxua玑ZHU Xiaodong(147)

Abstract：Relying on an actual p玎0ject of ecological slope protection p玎oject in the westem section of

Tianjin—Shijiazhuang Expressway，the subgrade slope stability test and ecological monitoring test in the

nood detention area are designed and carried out to verify and analyze the slope stability and ecological

ef玷ct，which provides the technical reference and practical experience fbr the design and constmction of

ecological slope protection fbr subgrade slopes in nood detention areas-The research results show that the

stability and ecological ef玷ct of the new ecological slope protection are better than the traditional slope

protectio玛and the new ecological slope protection technology has a wide range of application prospect&

Keywords： nood detention are玛expressway，ecological slope，monitoring

EValuation and Analysis on Impact of Potential Landslide on Safety of Bridge Pile Foundation ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯YANG Kai(152)
Abstract：In order to rationally eValuate the impact of potential landslide on the engineering s如ty of bridge

pile foundation in an expressway project'through the field survey’the human factors and natural factors

af耗cting the engineering saf毛ty of bridge pile foundation in the gully area are put fbrward These factors are
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the position of pile fbundatiorl，the waste earthwork and waste slag around pile fbundatio玛the degree of

constmction specifications’the monitoring awareness’the protective measures，the rock—soil properties

around pile'the relative height difference'the slope’the vegetation coverage’the maxinmm daily rainf甜l，the

seismic intensity and the other& By fhrther combined with the analytic hiemrchy process，the f．uzzy

comprehensive analysis method’the expert scoring method，etc．，the safety eValuation of the bridge pile

{-0undation is carried out，and the saf毛ty degree of the supporting project is determined to be”Ⅱ”，that is，the

degree of danger is mediuIIL The relevant conclusions can provide the targeted guidance fbr the supponing

project＆

l妯ywOrds：guUy are如bridge pile fbundation，security technology，analytic hierarchy process，eValuation

；nf|ex

A Review on Detection Method of Sleeve Connection of Prefabric砒ed Segmental Assembly Stmcture ⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ZHU Jun(156)

AWract：With the gradual promotion of the application of prefabricated segmental assembly stmctures in

China，as a reliable rebar connection of segmental assembly，the铲outing sleeve is widely used in bridge

construction The defects easily caused in the current useof reinforced grout sleeve connection and its effects

are intmduced In view of these problems’several majn detection methods are introduced The detection

principle8 are brieny expounded The detection ef|'ect and the application range are summarized And the

requirements for these detection methods in the existing specifications are concluded Meanwhile' taking a

practice project as an example’some monitoring measures are put forward for the quality controlin the

constmction of sleeve connectiorL

KeyworIls：grout sleeve，ultrasonic，impact echo method，X—ray method，nondestmctiVe testing

Monitorin岛Measuring

Building in Shanghai

and Analysis of Foundation Pit ExcaVation and Constmction of CommerciaI O￡fice

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ZHOU Wei(160)

A换缸铆陡Taking the foundation pit project of a commercial omce building in Shanghai as the backgmund'

aiming at the impact of foundation pit excavation on the suHounding黟ound settlement’ground di印hragm

walL water level and enclosure stmcture，the whole process of monitoring and measuring during the

excavation pIDcess is caI矗ed out，and its rule is analyzed The research results show that the su瑚unding

霉：round settlement increases at diff色rent rates with difkrent excavation depths of the fbundation piL The

settlement of the upper part of the eXcavated foundation pit is slower，and the settlement rate increases at the

middle and lower layers of excavatiorL The excavation of the foundation pit causes the less displacement at

the up and down of the粤；round diaphragm wall and larger displacement at the middle’and the largest

deformation is located at the lowest bottom of the foundation piL The excavation of the foundation pit causes

the surrounding groundwater level dropping rapidly．The water leVel outside the pit rises again and stabilizes

untilthe end世er the completion of closing construction of lining walL The supporting axial force increases

with the increment of excavation depth of foundation pit．The supporting axial force gradually stabilizes after

the baseplate pouring of fbundation piL

K叼words： foundation pit monitoring，ground semement’黟ound di印hragm wall，铲oundwater leVel，

support

Numerical Analysis on Innuence of High—speed Railway Shield Tllnneling on Adjacent Piles ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ZHANG Jie(164)

Abstract：Relying on Haihe Tunnel of Tianjin—Weif缸g High—speed Double—line Railway tunneling the

existing municipal brid{；岛by studying the i】muencing rule of the shield construction process on the

settlement of ground surface and the defo珊ation of municipal bridge pile，the whole process of shield

tunneling is simulated by using the finite element software Midas，GTS NX The simulation results show that

the settlement velocity of the l即und suIface increa8es when the high—speed railway tunnel is tunneled near

the municipal bridge＆The location of the maximum sur|．ace settlement i8 not near the pile foundation of

brid#犯The pile fbundation is prone to inward inclination when the tunneling is through the end of the piles in

bad geological condition＆The displacement value of the same row of piles is basically the samB The
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horizontal displacement of the pile end is greater than the pile top．And the horizontal displacement of the

fI．0nt pile under the same pier abutment is less than that of the rear pile'and the Vertical displacement is

greater than that of the rear pile

Keywords： high—speed railway tunnel，existing bridge，numerical analysis，horizontal displacement’

settlement

Discussion on Desi粤皿of Shield Tunneling under Pile Foundation of Existing Footbridge in Weak Soil Layer

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯XU Shubin，wAN Song(168)
Abstract：In the design of the subway shield tunneling under the reinforced concrete pile foundation 0f the

existing fbotbridge in weak soil layer，the passive underpinning is carried out fbr the pile foundation of

footbridge by expanding the foundation and at the same time，the pine pile is used to reinforce the weak soft

layer at the bottom of the expanded fbundation in the limited space under the bridge Combined with the

measures of strengthening the reinforcement of shield segment锄d setting up the temporary铲ound

underpinning support’After the shield machine directly cuts the pile foundation for tunnelin舀it is ensured

that the铲ound footbridge meets the normal use，and the stren班h and rigidity of high—reinforced concrete

segment aU meet the requirement＆The integrated treatment method aVoids the demolition and secondary

constmction of the fbotbridge'and has great economic and social bene6ts'which proVides a good refbrence

for similar project&

KeywOr出；： passiVe underpinnin岛soillayer reinforcement，segment reinforcement，underpinning suppon，

cutting pile fbundation

Research on Tunneling Technology of Shield Machine in Small HeadroorIl'Upper—soft and Lower—hard Stratum

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯LI zuoren，zHOu Humen＆JIN Li(172)
Abstract：Based on the segmental tunneling technology of shield machine in a subway area，its study is

ca”ied out Thesegmentaltunneling technology by four times can only be selected for the shield constmction

because of nan．ow space in this area fbr tunnelin昏The design length of the shaft as the only starting shaft fbr

the shield constmction in this area is 1 8 llL And this shaft is near a mountainous body and its constmction

space is limited The site is hard to meet the requirements of the overaU tunneling condition of conventional

shield It is required to adoptthe segmental tunneling technology．The practice has proVed that the segmental

tunneling technology of shield machine can solve the di侬culties of shield tunneling in the”smaU headroo驰

upper—soft and lower—hard stratum”，reduce the restrictions of shield tunneling condition，optimize the

design and decrease the land aequisition which is beneficial to constI．uct the urban rail transiL The

segmental tunneling technology of shield machine can break the restrictions of the upper—soft and

lower—hard silt geology and the naITow site'is the usefhl supplement of shield construction technology，and

has the importantreference for the shield constmction of urban tunnel engineerin吕

KeywOrds： small headroorIl' segmental tunneling， semi—ring tunneling， upper—soft and 10wer—hard

stratllm
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Innuence of Soil Relative Densitv on Ped’0mance of GeoceU Reinforced Sand Foundation⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯
⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯YANG Hui'DING Zhihui，CAI Yuaniie(177)

Abstract：In order to studv the innuence of the relative densitv of the fbundation on the reinfbrced

perfbrmance of geocells，the loading tests are carried out on the models with five dif亿rent relative densities

(30％，40％，50％，60％and 7∞∞of geoceU reinforced sand foundations and unreinforced sand foundations

to study the bearing capacity semement curves，bearing c印acity improvement coef6cients，roadbed

defbrmation and sub霉：rade settlement'and the distribution of reinfbrced tensile strain fbr the dif玷I．ent

relative densities of soil fbundations．And the mechanism action of geoceU reinf．0rced sand foundation is

analyzed．The results of the tests show that the reinfbrced geoceU can ef玷ctively improve the rigidity，

bearing capacity and load distributing leVel of the foundation in the wide range of relatiVe density．The

defbmation rule of the fiUing surface and sand fbundation show that the relative dimensions of the used
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model box and foundation can overcome the boundary ef玷ct so as to achieve the better test results．

Keywords：reinforced foundation，geocell，relative density，model test，bearing capacity

Evaluation on Fatigue Perfomance of Onhotropic Steel Bridge Deck Reinforced by UHPC under Random

Vehicle Load Flow⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ YOU Yon黔ue(182)

Abstract：Fati#舛e cracking is one of the common diseases of orthotropic steel bridge deck，which is

closely related to the excessive stress amplitude of key details caused by the large sti{．fness of崩dge deck

pavemenL Using UHPC to improve the sti￡fness of bridge deck paVement is an imponant means to

aUeviate fatigue stress．In order to study the fatigue perfb姗ance of key details under the action of actual

traffic now，taking a cable—stayed bridge of highway spanning Luohe RiVer as an example，the analysis on

the stress influence surf．ace of stmctural details of the steel—UHPC composite paved orthotropic steel deck

is carried out’and the loading analvsis on the stmctural details is carried out bv the actual traf6c now of

monitoring records to obtain its stress spectmm．Based on Miner fatigue damage equiValent principle，the

maximum stress amplitude，equiValent stress amplitude and fatigue loading times are calculated and

obtained．The results show that UHPC to reinforce the deck pavement can signi6cantly reduce the stress

of stlllctural details，improve the mechanical behavior of stmctural details，and significantly reduce the

stress amplitude of stmctural details on the deck slab so that the maximum stress amplitude recorded by

the stmctural details of lon西tudinal rib—deck slab weld and the deck slab butt weld is less than the

constant amplitude fatigue limiL

Keywords：orthotropic steel deck，fatigue life，UHPC，random tr舶c flow

Study on Strength Loss and Pore Stmcture of H培h—pedomance Concrete with Mineral Admixtures under。I．he咖aJ

Curing⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ WANG XiaoyaIl，LI Fen舀YUE Yan舀FANG Shun(186)
Abstract： In order to study the innuence of thermal curing on the later stren昏h and micmstmcture of

high—perfbrmance concrete with mineral admixture， the strength test and pore stmcture analysis of

high—perfb珊a|lce concrete with mineral admixture are ca盯ied out in the dif玷rent constant temperature

durations and the dif玷rent temperatures of curin昏The results show that compared with the standard

curin舀the thermal curing can quickly increase the early stren酉h of concrete，but the higher the themal

curing temperature，the longer the thermal curing time，the greater the damage to the later stren舒h of the

concrete and the greater the poms诹The strength loss at 80℃the瑚a1 cu—ng for 48 h世er transfe嘶ng to

standaurd curing for 28 d is 44 times that at 500 C，and the total porosity is 1．09 1 times．Compared with the

standard curing and the natural curing，the post—curing method is to use Ca (OH)2 saturated aqueous

solution curin舀which can improve the later stren昏h and pore size distribution of the themal cured

concrete to a certain extent．

KeywoHls：thermal curin舀early stren昏h，stren昏h loss，pore structure

Finite Element Analysis on Bonding Properties ofConcrete Inte五ace⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯LI Yunhu，XIONG Chang’PAN Cheng(190)

Abstract：There are manv experimental studies on the bonding interface between ultra—high performance

concrete 唧HPC)and normal concrete (NC)．However’there are still few researches on how to effectively

simulate and analyze the relevant parameters in the finite element software．The large—scale 6nite element

analvsis software ABAOUS is used to establish a finite element model to simulate the bonding interface

between UHPC and NC by the cohesion element．And the bonding propenies of UHPC—NC interface at

the dif亿rent levels of inted-ace roughness are analyzed by modifying the parameters of the cohesion modeL

The finite element models of direet shear and oblique shear tests are established，and the inted．acial

friction coef王icient is deduced bv using the Mohr Coulomb theory．The results show that the simulation of

UHPC—NC interface by cohesion element can weU renect the actual mechanical performance．

1【eywoHls：bridge，blasting load，dynamic response，damage，finite element analysis

Study of Effect of Inte血ce Pollution 0n Fatigue Pe南mance of Asphalt Be砌 ⋯⋯⋯⋯ zHANG Y：ilin(194)
Abstract： To discuss the effect of intedayer inteIface poUution on the oVeraU usability of asphalt
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Davement，the asphalt beams composited of the different mixtures with interlayer interface are used to

c邺7 out the shear strength test and four—point bending fatigue test．Taking the machine oil poUution and

loess p01lution as the Pollution sources，the amount of poUution is ailjusted to simulate the pollution

conditions possibly existing in the constmction．Its interlayer shear strength and the overall fatigue lif色are

measured in the different constlllction conditions．The test results show that： (1)fbr the sensibility of

various factors innuencing the interlayer shear stren昏h，the sensibility of machine oil pollution is higher

than that of loess poUution．(劲Under the same test conditions，the fatigue life of composite beams

decreases significantly with the increase of the amount of pollution，and gradually stabilizes after a cenain

extent． (3)Under the same amount of pollution，the ef伯ct of machine oil on the interlayer bonding

peIformance is greater than that of loess poUution． (4)According to the loss of bending stifmess modulus，

when the amount of poUution reaches a certain level，the interlayer adhesion of composite beams will be

lost．

Keywords：road engineering，pollution source，asphalt beam，fbur—point bending test，loss of bending
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Study on Stress and Design of Long—span”Trough+Box”Continuous
Concrete Girder ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯YAN Xiaowei(197)

Abstract：Aiming at the special structural system and the unclear stress behavior of the 35 m+50 m+35 m

long—span ”trough + box” compound section continuous concrete girder in a h培hway—rail

co—construction project，a three—dimensional solid model is established by using ANSYS finite element

software to study its stress behavior，and the suggestions are proposed for the design．The study shows

that(1)the”trough+box”compound section satisfies the plane cross—section assumption．C劲There are

significant differences in shear fbrce distribution of the side／middle webs of trough and box compound

sections in dif玷rent sections and the same section． (3)The stress concentration is obvious at the junction

between the side web and the bottom plate of the trough part． (4)The reinforcement at the junction

between the side web and the bottom plate of the trough part should be strengthened，and the enVelope

design of the reinfbrcement at the cantilever root and the mid—span of the deck slab can be caITied out．

1【eywords：”trough+box”compound section，stress behaVior，ANSYS finite element model，structure

design

Finite Element Analysis on Bearing Capacity of Multi—row Combined Shearing Force Connector ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ZHANG Chen舀WU Peifen岛ZHANG Yichun，ZHANG Ruoyu(201)

Abstract：In order to study the innuences of stud diameter，cut—through rebar diameter，holing aperture

and hole number of multi—row combined shearing force connector on the anti—shear bearing capacity and

the load—slippage cunre，ABAQUS software is used to establish the combined shearing force connector

model to compare and validate its feasibility with the existing tests．On this basis，the multi—row combined

shearing f．orce connector model is established to call了out the parameter analysis．The result shows that

the increment of hole number， holing diameter， cut—through rebar diameter and stud diameter can

effbctively improve the anti—shear bearing capacity of the combined shearing fbrce connector．In which，if

the hole number is below 4，there is no interaction between v撕ous holes，and the be撕ng capacity

increases linearly with the number of h01es．The diameter of cut—through rebar lower than 1 6 mm has little

innuence on the bearing capacity of combined shearing force connector．When its diameter increases f而m

1 6 mm to 20 mm，the bearing capacity of component is obViously improVed．There is no relationship of

linear increment between the stud diameter and bearing c印acity．Based on the superposition principle the

computational formula of bearing capacity for multi—row combined shearing force connector is established．

The calculated values are in good agreement with the numerical calculation results．

KeywO“Ls：combined structure，multi—row shearing force connector，finite element model，load—slippage

curve，anti—shear bearing capacity

Research and Practice of Advanced Water Exploration Prediction of Prefabricated Shield Tunnel ⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯HU Xintao，XU Shujun，ZHOU Kun，LIU Chenglong，YAO Qifa(205)

万方数据



Abstract：In order to solve the technical dif王iculties of making the advanced water exploration predictions

in prefabricated shield tunnels，the theoretical research of geophvsical field is svstematicallv carried out to

demonstrate the advantages and disadvantages of various methods．And the experiments are carried out fbr

the segmental lining stmcture of shield tunnel to improve the advanced water exploration prediction

method，which can be used as a ref宅rence for the other researchers．The experimental results show that

through the improvement of the CFC obser、ration method，the electromagnetic interference caused by the

metal machines and tools in the tunnel can be avoided．The water content of the surrounding rock in f而nt

of the cutter head of the shield machine is comprehensively predicted．

KeyworIls：wa土er gushing of shield tunnel’w8ter gushing of subway tunnel'bad geology，advanced water

exploration，segment tunnel water exploration，mud inrush prevention

Study on Algorithm of Unblocked Reliability of Urban Underpass⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ YANG Dan，WANG Fu(209)
Abstract：The analysis and Calculation of unblocked reliability of urban underpass are very importaIlt to the

accessibility and saf．ety of the road network in the whole city．By aIlalyzing the existing study results，the

operation characteristics of urban underpass are studied SeVeral calculation methods of urban underpass

reliability are proposed，which are based on the underpass functions'saturatio玛tr枷c now density and

tramc now statistic&Taking East Lake Channel in Wuhan as an example，it is proved that the reliability of the

East Lake Channel calculated by the algorithm is consistent with the tIjaffic conditions obtained by the actual

inVestigatiorl-The result shows that it is practical to analyze the operation state of urban underpass by using

unblocked reliability．

1【eywords：traffic en百neerin吕urban underpass，unblocked reliabiljty，calculation model

APPLICATION OF ACHIEVEMENTS

Digital Application of Underground Interchange Engineering in Urban Complex Environment ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ LIU Panpan，LI Qianwen(213)
Abstract：Aiming at the characteristics of high technical difficulty，limited construction period，complex

hydrogeological conditions， various suITounding important inf}astmctures and high requirements fbr

construction personnel management in the construction of underground interchange projects in the urban

complex environment，the overall implementation route of digital constmction of the project is explored．

And relying on Songhu Road—Sanmen Road Lower Grade Separation Project'the scheme planning，

interference checkin岛 key technological constmction simulation and multi—source data integration

印plication are ca喇ed out based on 3D refinement model，which pmvide the effective constmction

guidance for project constmction．At the same time，the data integrated

site is studied and developed to realize the intelligent supendsion of

constmction management level of project．

management plaⅡ．orm of wisdom

site and effectiVely enhance the

l【eyworlls：undergmund interchange project，urban complex environment’digitELl application

Application of BIM in Design of Composite Girder Arch Bridge Based on Dassault 3DE Platfom⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯
⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯XIONG Shuhua(217)

Abstra北With the continuous development ofbridge technolo鳜the fo瑚of arch bridge changes daily，

which greatly increases the difficulty of the desigrL Thking the Shenshan Bridge P玎oject as an ex砌pl岛based
on the idea of parametric and template design in the deepening design stage，Dassault 3DE platfb瑚(2015x)
is used to establish a complete set of composite girder arch bridge component library including the main arcIl'

girder，suspender，pier and abutment fbundation and deck accessories，and the BIM modeling of the whole

line of bridges is completed Based on BIM mode】，the desi伊l veri6cation is aided Docking with structural

calculation and analysis，the model components are unified and coded，and the component info瑚ation is

extracted Combined with the digital sand table of GIs，a complete set of digital deliverables is formed’which

proVides a basis fbr transf宅玎ing data in the constructioll，operation and maintenance stages．

Keywords：parametric modelin岛Dassault 3DE platform，composite girder arch bridge，design verification
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Application of BIM Technology in Des培n of Municipal Supporting Project in Airport ⋯⋯⋯LIU Huajie(223)
Abstract：With the growing maturity of 5G'AI，cloud computin舀Intemet of Things and other high—tech the

infrastmcture industry ushers in a period of rapid development of digital transfbrmatiorL As a demonstration

project of civil aviation type一4 airpo吐aU participants are required to Vigorously promote the digital

constlllction of Ezhou Huahu Airport at the initial stage of project in order to accumulate the practical

experience for the constmction of the type一4airport and assist the high—quality development of the airports

in China in the new era Taking the Ezhou Huahu Airpon Municipal Supponing Project as an example，the

application of BIM Technology in the design stage ofthe municipal supponing project is specially introduced

to realize the fhll professional BIM forward desigll，and to carIy out Various applications based on the digital

twin model'which provide the basic data support fbr the constmction ofthe digital airporL

Keywor‘ls：municipal engineering，BIM applicatio玛BIM technology，forward design

Application of BIM Technology in EPC Engineering Design of Urban Pump and Sluice⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯YOU Men昏ao，PAN Fei(228)

Abstract：With the development of economy and society，the surrounding enVimnment of urban pump and

sluice is becoming more and more complex The rationality’advantage and oVeraU coordination of the design

scheme are becoming more and more important．Combined with an EPC project of a large urban pump and

sluice in Haikou City；BIM Techn0109y is used to model the sun．0unding enVironment and pump and sluice

engineerin昏And through the model data'the impact on the su玎ounding environment and the feasibility of

the constmction scheme are analyzed to verify the rationality of the design scheme，which proVides a

reference forthe urban pump and sluice projects in other region&

Keywords：BIM，urban pump and sluice，EPC engineering design

THE RELATIVE SPEC队LITⅢS

Study on Planning and Layout of Urban Underground Utility Tunnel in Xinghua City of Jiangshu ProVince

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯WANG Aiheng(232 1

Abstract： The specific construction conditions of the utility tunnel in Xinghua are deeply studiecL The

targeted 10ng—term scheme and the short—term scheme as weU as the pilot and nexible development

strategies of the new district are put fbrward which reduce the constlllction cost of utility tunnel to a certain

extent’is closer to the actual situation of urban development and is more nexible’and have the stronger

ref毛rence significance fbr the cities with the similar characteristic＆

Keywords：utility tunnel’planning and layout’nexible development

New Thought about Utilization of Abandoned Railway to Construct Utility Tunnel for Wujiu Railway⋯⋯⋯⋯
⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯LIU Changgen＆WANG Hailian＆zHANG Bin(237)

Abstract：Taking Jiangnan Center Greenway Wujiu Railway Utility Tunnel as an example，the thought

and method of constructing the large—sectional utility tunnel project in the central urban area are

introduced and expounded．The relation of utility tunnel crossing the rail traffics，bridges and existing

open channels is introduced，and the relevant countermeasures and suggestions are put fbrward in order to

proVide the reference for the similar engineering projects．

1【ey、—旧·rds：utility tunnel，node，greenway，pipelines into utility tunnel

Difkrential Settlement and Leakage Risk of Sewage Treatment Tank Induced from Constlllction and Environ—

mental Factors⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ WANG Yingyi，XU Weizhon＆LIU Xianglong(241)
Abstrac缸In view of the defb瑚ation characteristics of fbundation and its caused concrete structure nJDture

and leakage risks of large sewage treatment tank，the deformation characteristics of foundation under the

artificial precipitation，excavatioll'pile fbundation reinfbrcement and coast tidal groundwater infiltration are

studied and the basic equation of fbundation defb瑚ation and the unified fhnction expression under the

comprehensiVe innuence of multiple factors are established Combined with Shanghai Bailonggang

万方数据



Wastewater Treatment Plant Project’the foundation deformation possibly eaused by the constmction and

enVimnmental factors《the engineering area and its adverse ea．ect on the stmctural stress are analvzed The

results show that the curvature of foundation defbnnation has a direct innuence on the stress of the stlllcture

The smaller the curvature radius is’the greater the additional stress and the higher the crack risk of the

structurB The higher the stI-ucture height is'the more sensitive the response to foundation bending

deformation i＆And the stress concentration degree is high andthe risk 0flocal stress ove舢n increases at the

abmpt ehan星声of bending stifhess ofthe stmctur已

dif玷rential defo珊ation of foundatioIl’engineering and environmental factors，additional stress

of structural defbnnation，crack and leakage risk

AnaLlysis on Impact of Floor Deformation on Design of Extemal Wallin Large Underground Space Stmeture

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯BAI Jiong，CHI Heng(246)
Abs咖ct．In the underground space stmcture，the rationality of the extemal wall desigIl will directly

afEbct the engineering cost and stlllctural safbty．In building the overall model'it is usuaUy assumed that

the 1aI苫e underground space slab is infinite rigid in the planfk But for these situations，such as丑oor slab

with side span opening，discontinuities slab，smaller

used at the connection of external wall and noor slab

stif!fhess ratio of waU and slab．the articulation still

does not conform to the practical stress of slab wall．

If the in—plane stifhess of n00r slab is smaller than the bending resistance of the extemal wallin practical

engineerin＆the mid sp趴bending defomation of the extemal waLll in the underground stmcture and the

in—plane defbrmation of support plates are larger，which will lead to the internal fbrce redistribution of the

extemal waU．In case not considerin岛the larger calculation error will be caused．Therefore，when the

plate wall is calculated and analyzed，the boundary condition of the extemal wall is actually a spring

8upport with stif．fness Variation．In the design，the corresponding reinforcement measures should be taken

according to the results 0f finite element calculation-Based on the undergmund space constmction proiect
in the north square of Rizhao Inte{乒ated Passenger Station，the finite element calculation is carried out for

its extemal walL The optimization design scheme of exterior wall stmcture for deep buried large space

structure is put foⅣaurd．

Keywords：large underground space，in呻lane stiffness of n00r slab，internal force redistribution of

extemal wall，stlllcture design

Stmctural Design of Large—scale Full Underground Rigid Landfill ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ LI Yan(250)
an engineering example，the key points 0f stlllctural design of a large full underground

ri舀d landfillin Sichuan are analyzed Combined with the des培n pmcess’the buttress retaining wall and box

section cantileVer retaining wall are applied to the fuU underground rigid landfilL The stress states 0f the two

retaining walls in the land6U are analyzed’which provides a su墙cient basis f打the desigll selectjon a11d

reinfbrcement design of the cmss section．Based on the site conditions，the bottom plate of landfill is desi#med

by subzone according to the difkrent stress conditions，and the economic efhciency and engineering

reliability are also balanced

l妯yworiIs：rigid landfill，buttress retaining wall，box section

Analysis and Technical Discussion on Flood Control Emergency System of Urban Tunnel ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯WU Yuanzhi，ZHANG Guoquan(253)
Abstract：In recent years'the extremeweather events are frequently，and there are serious nood disasters in

mallycitie&GuaJlgzhou is 10cated jn the southernmost part of China肋d has the abundant rainf矾l all the year

round The rainstom weather in Guangzhou is

many instantaneous rainfalls exceeding the hi8

more frequent and destmctive than in the pasL And there are

torical extremes，which cause the serious pressure on the mad

traf矗c in Guangzhou especiaUy fbr the saf宅ty of urban tunnel＆The project team has made relevant research

on the nood control emergency of the tunnel p玎oject under the municipal roads in Guangzhou．It is proposed

that when the water in the tunnel reaches the w锄ing water level，the signal light will be on and the barrier

gates will be automatically put down at both ends of the tunnel to pmhibit the vehicle tra伍c．The brief

jntr．oduction of tunnel drainage’and the objectiVes and principles of tunnel nood control emergency design

万方数据



are proposecL Combined with the application analysis of the systenl'the necessity of nood control emergency

system in the new urban tunnel projects and the existing urban tunnel projects are pmposed，and its

application is discussed

K|e0啪rIls：urban underpass tunnel，nood control，emergency systeI玛principle，design，discussion of

application

Design and Analysis of Deep and Shallow Foundation Pits⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ XIAO Min(256)

Abstract：Taking the design of deep and shallow fbundation pits in Shanghai Yanggao Road Tunnel Project
as an example’the enclosure stlllcture of fbundation pit is modeled and analyzed by PLAXIS finite element

software and Frws7 design software The result shows that the calculated results of the intemaLl fbrce and

defbrmation of enclosing piles of deep and shallow foundation pits obtained by the above two kinds of

software are larger than the 6nal measured results of the fbundation piL It is explained that the desi#皿method

is safe and reliablB

Keywords：tunnel，deep and shallow foundation pits，finite element
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青岛润邦防水建材有限公司是一家集科研、生产、施工、服务于一体的复合型发展鹄

防腐保温工程专业承包一级资质，致力于建筑防水防腐材料、路面养护材料的研究开

材料为基础，积累了二十几年的防水施工经验，培养了大批防水施工专家。现可承接

以及公路、铁路桥梁防水防腐、路面养护等工程。

路桥防水养护材料： 硅烷防水霸■■■■品：
oJBS环保型桥梁防水涂料 oGw一301异丁墓，■■■■■●豌液
oJBS—C沥青路面养护涂料 oGw一302蠢体硅烧1■■■I
OJBS一1500高渗透结晶型硅烷防水剂 。硅烷防腐防水涂料、■■■—■
oFYT一1改进型沥青防水涂料 。环氧基硅烷改进型浸渍溷●■■■▲
oRBS速熔快通路面灌缝胶 osHJs高渗透改性环氧聚碳碴●■■■I品
。牢巴路瓶装尖嚆式冷灌缝胶、■■■▲
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